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Novostones®

Novostones® in its selection of shot blast and ground 

finishes uses a selection of natural stone granulates to 

create an extensive range of vibrant colours.

In the shot blasting process the natural stone is emphasized, 

whereas the grinding process reveals the internal beauty of 

the granules. Both processes guarantee years of durability 

and colour fastness.
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Quadrastones®

Contemporary blocks in a single or multi-coloured mix and in 

Donetello or Authentic designs. Quadrastones with its varied 

finishes and sizes allows for almost endless creativity.

Rumblestones®

Rustic design having the appearance of aged traditional stone 

block paving. 

Manufactured using either a single product mix for a more 

constant colour or a multi-coloured mix of complementary 

shades.

Blyko
Contemporary 
Ligna-design® .
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Slender, sleek. contemporary Ligna-Design.

Nightblue

enjoy
every moment
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Available sizes:
 20 x 5 x 7 cm [texture]

 20 x 5 x 7 cm [smooth]

 20 x 20 x 7 cm [smooth] 

 35 x 11 x 8 cm [smooth]

 63 x 21 x 8 cm [smooth]

 Quadriligna® module, combination of various 

 sizes, complete package [smooth]

ANTHRACITE

TEXTURE EXAMPLE

SABLE D’OLONNE

Ligna-design®

Contemporary Ligna-Design ® in colour palettes and finishes 

that enhance the modern paving concept. 

Quadriligna provides a combined size package of four different 

lengths and three different widths. To aid the design process 

each pack contains suggestions for laying patterns.

Colours and sizes

CHOCOLATE BROWN NIGHTBLUE
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Water, grass, timber and Ligna-design® combine effortlessly.

Chocolate brown
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relax and  
unwind
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Design potential with combinations from Quadriligna®. 

Nightblue

something for 
everyone
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something for 
everyone
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Pure, deep, rich, dark colouring with white sand grout lines 

emphasize the linear design.

Anthracite
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essence of 
tranquility
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Light and dark contrasting combination of colours.

Chocolate brown & Sable d’Olonne

opposites attract
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The entire Ligna-design product range is treated with water repellent 

Aquafreni® due to which our paving drys faster after rain, hence reducing 

concrete pollutant.
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Unique colours, textures and sizes. Garden landscapes are 

enhanced with Ligna-Design®.

Chocolate brown
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embrace the 
the natural world
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The garden is an important part of our daily life. It is a place 

to enjoy quality time with friends and family. A place to relax 

after the daily routine.

At Blyko we share the vision.

As garden and landscape design is given more and more 

attention our aim is to create concrete to meet and exceed 

the increasingly higher demands of the market and its 

clients.

At Blyko design and manufacture is always a “Work in 

progress” as we strive for perfection.

Designing laying patterns and using colour to create a 

sense of space is easily created.

The utmost attention is given to the production of our 

paving, the top layer is coated with Aquafreni® that aids 

colour fastness and protection from white efflorescence.

Ligna-design®, for those who prefer pleasure over 

maintenance.
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sun, wind or rain, 
embrace the weather
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Four straight sides of equal length Novostones® ground 

with its sparkling natural stone aggregates.

Arduin

timeless elegance
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Available sizes:
 10 x 10 x 6 cm

 20 x 10 x 6 cm

 20 x 20 x 6 cm

 40 x 40 x 6 cm

 50 x 50 x 5 cm

 60 x 40 x 5 cm [shotblasted]

 60 x 40 x 6 cm [ground]

KINGSTONE

SAHARA

ARDUIN

KINGSTONE

SAHARA

ARDUIN

Novostones®

The shot blasting process reveals the top coating of 

granulates emphasizing the beauty of the stones.

By grinding the surface mix of natural aggregates we create 

a sparkling top surface with the look of Granite and Quartz.

Colours and sizes
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Kingstone shot blasted Novostones® laid in a Courtyard pattern 

are contrasted and bordered with our Fjord finish. 

Kingstone & Fjord

contrasting and 
complementary
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The consistency of Blyko’s concrete paving 

mix guarantees strength, colour fastness 

and a long life.

contrasting and 
complementary
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Contemporary multi-mix blocks in a stretcher bond pattern 

combine seamlessly with the buildings facade.

Quadrastones® Grey/Black

family friendly
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Available sizes:
 10 x 10 x 6 cm

 14 x 14 x 6 cm

 21 x 14 x 6 cm

 28 x 21 x 6 cm

More colours on the next page >>

BLACK

GREY/BLACK

MILANO

GREY

PAVIA

Quadra & Rumblestones®

Manufactured using either a single colour or multi-

coloured mix Rumblestones® create the rustic feel of 

traditional stone paving. Quadrastones benefit from the 

same pigments but without the aging process making for 

clean, sharp, contemporary lines.

Colours and sizes
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White cement is added to the mix and the  muted tones of our 

Donatello range is conceived.

Assisi

space is the 
breath of art
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Available sizes:
 10 x 10 x 6 cm

 14 x 14 x 6 cm

 21 x 14 x 6 cm

 28 x 21 x 6 cm

OCHRE/DARK BROWN non flamed

RED/HEATHER/BLACK non flamed

ASSISI

AUTUMN non flamed

VERONA

space is the 
breath of art
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Traditional feel of aged cobbles created with Rumblestones® 

Donetello. 

Milano
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Easy like a summer 
Sunday morning
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Water permeable paving can also be aesthetically pleasing 

by using our choice of shapes and top mixes.

Piove® & Percola®

water be
gone
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PIOVE® BLACK

PERFORA® GREY (ALSO AVAILABLE IN BLACK)

PERCOLA® GREY (ALSO AVAILABLE IN KINGSTONE)

GRASS TILE® GREY

Piove® & Percola®

Climate change makes for longer hotter summers and 

warmer wetter winters. Our water management is more 

important than ever. Blyko offers solutions for fast drainage 

helping to limit water run-off and flooding.

Colours and sizes

PIOVE® GREY PIOVE® RED

Available sizes:
 22 x 11 x 8 cm

 11 x 11 x 8 cm

 22 x 11 x 10 cm

 11 x 11 x 10 cm

 20 x 20 x 8 cm

 14 x 14 x 8 cm

 60 x 40 x 9 cm
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Good to know
We would like you to enjoy your paving for many years to 

come so here are some helpful tips:

Do you have any questions?
Your merchant can help or visit our website:

www.blyko.co.uk

1. Solid Foundations
Blyko paving is produced under a strict quality control 

process. However, the end result depends on the soundness 

of the laying course and sub-base. Consulting an expert 

installer helps to guarantee the long life of the finished 

product.

ordinary things become 
very special

2.  Dimensional stability
The laying process is aided by constant dimensions. At Blyko 

all our products are produced to the highest standards and are 

rigorously checked to be within strict tolerance levels. By using 

a  “Flat” production method we also create a minimal difference 

in the thickness of our paving.

3. Cleaning
Minimal maintenance is suggested to aid the long life of 

your paving. We recommend using the specially developed 

maintenance products available on the market as certain 

chemicals can be harmful to the top layer. High ressure 

cleaners are to be avoided where possible.
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4. Mix pack
Blyko uses natural raw materials during  its production 

process. Because of this small colour differences may 

occur, so by mixing packs when laying the colour continuity 

can be retained.

5. Order enough
Make sure enough paving is ordered to cover cuts and 

wastage.

6. Lime efflorescence
Concrete paving is subject to this natural phenomenon 

characterized by white crystals also known as “white 

bloom”, and are normally governed by climatic conditions.

There are various products supposed to remove the 

efflorescence but they could also pose a risk of damaging 

the paving. “White Bloom” will gradually disappear and it is 

in no way detrimental to the product.
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More information
Rumblestones® and Quadrastones® Product Ranges.
To achieve the best result with a uniform mixture of colours 

it is recommended you take the paviors vertically from the 

pack starting at a corner (as illustrated in the diagram) 

moving around the pack at opposite corners, rather than 

layer by layer. In addition, the overall appearance can be 

improved by mixing paviors from different packs.

Each pack contains a combination of coloured paviors that 

are mixed to create the finished appearance. It is important 

that the individual colours are laid randomly and this is 

achieved by taking the paviors systematically from each 

pack as indicated.

These instructions do not apply to the Flamed products.

on the right track

LAYING INSTRUCTIONS
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Blyko products are manufactured to the highest quality. 

By picking Blyko paving you choose the best.

The KOMO technical and environmental health specification

guarantees the products meet the government building

products market requirements.

BENOR approved products have been extensively tested 

and approved. The BENOR label is a guarantee of high 

quality.

Sustainable Construction Certification

P

R O D U
C

T
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Blyko online

Check out www.blyko.co.uk. 

Here you will find useful information on 

all our concrete paving and links to all our 

other building products from Haringman 

Betonwaren and Fassaert Beton.

Disclaimer
“Whilst every effort is made to represent true colours and textures 

on our images we recommend orders are placed after viewing actual 

samples of the products. As with all concrete products there can be a 

slight variation in colour so when laying we recommend mixing from 

various packs to avoid banding”

Publisher: Blyko Betonindustrie BV

Editorial office: Blyko UK

With special thanks to all involved for their kind cooperation in gathering 

the images used in this catalogue.
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visit our
website
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CONCRETE BLOCKS • CONCRETE FLAGS • CONCRETE KERBS • STREET FURNITURE • DRAINAGE & SEWER SYSTEMS

Bleijko Betonindustrie B.V.
Mariadijk 6a

4588 KJ Walsoorden

Netherlands

T: +31 (0)114 - 68 40 00

@: bleijko@bleijko.com

Bleijko Roeselare N.V.
Beurtkaai 4

8800 Roeselare

Belgium

T: +32 (0)51 - 27 23 50 

@: roeselare@bleijko.com

Bleijko France
278 Avenue de la Marne

F-59700 Marcq-en-Barœul

France

T: +33 (0)320 - 98 89 99

www.blyko.co.uk

Blyko Paving Products
Basin Road North, Hove

East Sussex. BN41 1WR

United Kingdom

T: +44 (0)1273 70 49 70

@: sales@blyko.co.uk
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